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“The knowledge of man from this point on in respect to the new science of Magravs is like
a blank canvas ready to be painted, and in the hand of man there is so much variation in color of
paint, that a few strokes of the touch of the operator, a beautiful picture of the beauty of the creation is created using these reactors in an adventurous way.
Never be afraid of the unknown end result test and do not stick to one combination, be curious and be adventurous and try every combination — and like me — then you see new beauties of the creation every time you play the game of the universe.
Try to do everything in a simple way and try to enjoy working with systems.
There are no rules in this game except respect and accommodating.
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You respect your systems and the lives you start as a plasma in them, then they respect you.
You find unruly reactor combinations and you find funny combinations, and reactors which
you run for a long time you get to know their temperaments too.
If you start your systems pray for it and when you switch it off pray for it and thank it for
the knowledge it has brought you and for the wisdom it has brought you.
Remember as of now you work with Magravs systems, you receive from the system as
much as you give part of yourselves to the system.
Do not do them wrong as they will do the same to you.
Maybe now one understands that the time of punishment is over as if you get angry with
your system you punish yourself.
Note that the point is not to create energy and create lift anymore, now is time to find the
real beauties of the creation.”
M T Keshe

UPDATES FROM ARIZONA
By Jon Bliven
Energy is all around us and impacts our lives and all who share this world with us. Many of
us in the foundation have been trying to understand more about the world we live in and how to
tap into energies that we know exist but up to now have seemed like a dream for another lifetime.
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That is until Mr. Keshe came along and started sharing truths with the “average person”
about how the universe actually works and how we can tap into these truths for the benefit of
all. Many of the followers have started to realize that it is within their capabilities to develop
technologies that can have profound impacts in moving humanity forward.
The old ways of thinking about using this information to financially take advantage of
those of lesser knowledge is what is being guarded against that we do not re-create the old systems all over again. A new paradigm must be brought forth that all might share in the gifts being
shared.
For those of you who have not had the time
or patience to watch the Spaceship Blueprint
teachings on 4-14-18 and 4-15-18 you are
missing the unfoldment in action of one of
the biggest changes that is being shared with
all of humanity. What is coming forward will
be remembered for years throughout the Universes. For those in and around the program
you have known in your heart what was to
unfold while some had to take a more skeptical approach of watching and waiting.

The links to the two days presentations are
here on YouTube - Day one
https://youtu.be/cSUftZQwqmw
And Day two https://youtu.be/3BvD0sI8Pc8
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These two days represent over 18 hours of valuable information of the successes around the
foundation. There is enough information contained in these two videos to forever change the
way science is viewed and to bring about a new understanding which will alter our future.
I was surprised when I saw some comments by a few arrogant ones who had comments like
“He still did not show us a spaceship” or “I’m still waiting for free energy”. These misguided
souls did not understand the scope of what really happened with this teaching session. I mentioned earlier that energy is all around us. What transpired over this two-day session was an energetic event that will have effects both seen and unseen, as the whole of the foundation recognized we are here to help change the course and the space was cleared that things can now come
forward. In the lead-up to the presentations I felt sure we were ready to show things that would
surprise a lot of people.
The entire week before the presentation one thing after another broke or did not properly
work which had us pulling our hair out. In the end it was clear we would not reach our goal and
we were going to be going forward with what we had and allow others to help build the ship. In
my heart I knew all was in perfect order despite my ego’s desires. The day after the presentation
I had a deep understanding of what “had happened” with all the presentations.
It was that the space was opened that the technologies can come forward in a safe and
peaceful way that was not previously possible. It felt like a clearing of the debris that the new
can come forward without the need to be attached to the old systems. For me it was a success
beyond words and for the arrogant ones they will have to understand it in retrospect. You need
not look far in our history to understand that to bring about major changes to the control structure have been dealt with in ways that were not correct. Clearing this space was a necessary step
in our progress. I want to make one more comment and that is that this clearing was done by
more than just the presenters but was done by each one that watched it and shared it and worked
with the technology regardless of the results they achieved. It is the collective energy letting the
universe and the souls know the space is safe and we are ready to bring in the new changes.
BRING IT ON!
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Hats off to the supporting cast around the foundation
It is nice to see some of the work going on in and around the foundation as a lot of it
seemed to come together in beautiful ways around the blueprint teachings. Many people stood
tall and supported in a variety of ways to serve humanity. Great presentations were shared in a
well-organized fashion. New beautiful videos were created to compliment the presentations and
the entire event. It took many lights to make it shine so brightly and from my perspective I say
“Well Done”.

Scientific Journal papers
There are many people around the foundation doing many experiments with some
achieving great success and some simply furthering the understanding of what is
not optimal. Both of these are helpful for others learning in bringing about more
understanding. This is a call for those who have performed experiments to submit
and document their results that
others might benefit. Our papers do not have other peer reviews
of who knows more or who is more elegant with their words. It is by
the foundation for the foundation. If you have done experiments in a controlled
fashion and can present your findings submit your papers
that all might benefit. Click for link to submit your papers to:

Plasma Journal Submission
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